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The International Handbooks of Museum Studies bring together original essays by a global team of experts to provide a
state-of-the-art survey of the field of museum studies. Creates an authoritative, multi-volume reference, offering
unprecedented depth of coverage and breadth of scholarship in this interdisciplinary field Accessibly structured into four
thematic volumes exploring all aspects of museum theory, practice, media and controversies, and the impact of new
technologies. Includes a treasure-trove of examples and original case studies to illuminate the various perspectives
represented. Features original essays by an international team of contributors, including leading academics and
practitioners, as well as up-and-coming names in the field. Provides an indispensable resource for the study of the
development, roles, and significance of museums in contemporary society
This book provides readers with a timely snapshot of ergonomics research and methods applied to the design,
development and evaluation, of products, systems and services. It gathers theoretical contributions, case studies and
reports on technical interventions focusing on a better understanding of human machine interaction, and user experience
for improving product design. The book covers a wide range of established and emerging topics in user-centered design,
relating to design for special populations, design education, workplace assessment and design, anthropometry,
ergonomics of buildings and urban design, sustainable design, as well as visual ergonomics and interdisciplinary
research and practices, among others. Based on the AHFE 2021 International Conference on Ergonomics in Design,
held virtually on 25-29 July, 2021, from USA, the book offers a thought-provoking guide for both researchers and
practitioners in human-centered design and related fields.
International, multi-disciplinary perspectives on the key question of community engagement in theory and practice in a
diverse range of heritage settings.
Published to mark 20 years since the landmark opening of Te Papa Tongarewa Museum of New Zealand in 1998, this
illustrated book by well-known museum studies academic Conal McCarthy examines the vision behind the museum, how
it has evolved in the last two decades, and the particular way Te Papa goes about the business of being a national
museum in a nation with two treaty partners. McCarthy provides a warm and at times critical appraisal of its origins,
development, innovations, and reception, including some of its key museological features which have drawn international
attention, highlights of exhibitions, collections and programs over its first twenty years, and the issues that have sparked
national and local debate.
The International Handbooks of Museum Studies bring together original essays by a global team of experts to provide a
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state-of-the-art survey of the field of museum studies. Offers unprecedented depth of coverage and breadth of
scholarship in this interdisciplinary field Accessibly structured into four thematic volumes exploring all aspects of museum
theory, practice, controversies, and the impact of new technologies Includes a treasure trove of examples and original
case studies Features original essays by an international team, including leading academics and practitioners, as well as
up-and-coming names in the field Provides an indispensable resource for the study of the development, roles, and
significance of museums in contemporary society 4 Volumes www.museumstudieshandbooks.com
Museum lovers know that energy and mystery run through every exhibition. Steven Lubar explains work behind the
scenes—collecting, preserving, displaying, and using art and artifacts in teaching, research, and communitybuilding—through historical and contemporary examples, especially the lost but reimagined Jenks Museum at Brown
University.
How can we rethink anthropology beyond itself? In this book, twenty-one artists, anthropologists, and curators grapple
with how anthropology has been formulated, thought, and practised ‘elsewhere’ and ‘otherwise’. They do so by
unfolding ethnographic case studies from Belgium, France, Germany, Italy, the Netherlands, and Poland – and through
conversations that expand these geographies and genealogies of contemporary exhibition-making. This collection
considers where and how anthropology is troubled, mobilised, and rendered meaningful. Across Anthropology charts new
ground by analysing the convergences of museums, curatorial practice, and Europe’s reckoning with its colonial
legacies. Situated amid resurgent debates on nationalism and identity politics, this book addresses scholars and
practitioners in fields spanning the arts, social sciences, humanities, and curatorial studies. Preface by Arjun Appadurai.
Afterword by Roger Sansi Contributors: Arjun Appadurai (New York University), Annette Bhagwati (Museum Rietberg,
Zurich), Clémentine Deliss (Berlin), Sarah Demart (Saint-Louis University, Brussels), Natasha Ginwala (Gropius Bau,
Berlin), Emmanuel Grimaud (CNRS, Paris), Aliocha Imhoff and Kantuta Quirós (Paris), Erica Lehrer (Concordia
University, Montreal), Toma Muteba Luntumbue (Ecole de Recherche Graphique, Brussels), Sharon Macdonald
(Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin), Wayne Modest (Research Center for Material Culture, Leiden), Bonaventure Soh
Bejeng Ndikung (SAVVY Contemporary, Berlin), Margareta von Oswald (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin), Roger Sansi
(Barcelona University), Alexander Schellow (Ecole de Recherche Graphique, Brussels), Arnd Schneider (University of
Oslo), Anna Seiderer (University Paris 8), Nanette Snoep (Rautenstrauch-Joest-Museum, Cologne), Nora Sternfeld
(Kunsthochschule Kassel), Anne-Christine Taylor (Paris), Jonas Tinius (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin) Ebook available
in Open Access. This publication is GPRC-labeled (Guaranteed Peer-Reviewed Content).
MUSEUM PR ACTICE Edited by CONAL MCCARTHY Museum Practice covers the professional work carried out in museums and
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art galleries of all types, including the core functions of management, collections, exhibitions, and programs. Some forms of
museum practice are familiar to visitors, yet within these diverse and complex institutions many practices are hidden from view,
such as creating marketing campaigns, curating and designing exhibitions, developing fundraising and sponsorship plans, crafting
mission statements, handling repatriation claims, dealing with digital media, and more. Focused on what actually occurs in
everyday museum work, this volume offers contributions from experienced professionals and academics that cover a wide range
of subjects including policy frameworks, ethical guidelines, approaches to conservation, collection care and management,
exhibition development and public programs. From internal processes such as leadership, governance and strategic planning, to
public facing roles in interpretation, visitor research and community engagement and learning, each essential component of
contemporary museum practice is thoroughly discussed.
How are museums working internationally through exhibitions? What motivates this work? What are the benefits and challenges?
What factors contribute to success? What impact does this work have for audiences and other stakeholders? What contributions
are they making to cultural diplomacy, intercultural dialogue and understanding? Cosmopolitan Ambassadors first considers the
current state of knowledge about international exhibitions and proposes an interdisciplinary analytical framework encompassing
museum studies, visitor studies, cultural diplomacy and international cultural relations, cosmopolitanism and intercultural studies. It
then presents a comprehensive empirical analysis of an exhibition exchange involving two exhibitions that crossed five countries
and three continents, connecting six high profile cultural institutions and spanning almost a decade from initial conception to
completion. A detailed comparison of both the intercultural production of international exhibitions by museum partnerships and by
the interpretive acts and meaning-making of visitors, reveals the many complexities, challenges, tensions and rewards of
international exhibitions and their intersection with cultural diplomacy. Key themes include the realities of international
collaboration, its purposes, processes and challenges; the politics of cultural (self-)representation and Indigenous museology;
implications for exhibition design, interpretation, and marketing; intercultural competency and museum practice; audience
reception and meaning-making; cultural diplomacy in practice and perceptions of its value. This first-ever empirically-grounded,
theoretical analysis provides the basis of a new model of museums as polycentral: as places that might produce a kaleidoscopic
vision of multiple centres and help to dissolve cultural boundaries by encouraging dialogue, negotiation and the search for
intercultural understandings. Guidelines for practice include recommendations for successful international museum partnerships,
exhibition development and maximizing the potential of museum diplomacy.
Special issue on research Numéro spécial sur la recherche Número especial dedicado a la investigación Volume 2 Edited by
Colette Dufresne-Tassé and Ana Margarita Laraignée Contents / Sommaire / Indice Colette Dufresne-Tassé, Margarita Laraignée,
Introduction / Introduction / Introducción Emprirical research / Recherche empirique / Investigación empírica Anne-Marie Émond,
La voix des visiteurs en contexte muséal : matière première dans l’élaboration d’instruments permettant d’analyser et de
cartographier le fonctionnement intellectuel d’adultes lors de leur traitement d’oeuvres d’art contemporain Rosa María Hervás
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Avilés, Antonia María Sánchez Lázaro y Magdalena Castejón Ibáñez, El museo como espacio de desarrollo local. Una experiencia
de participación ciudadana Silvilene Ribeiro de Barros Morais, El Museo de Ciencia y el diálogo con las diferencias Silvia Singer
Sochet y Emilio Sánchez Ramírez, La evaluación como herramienta de diálogo en el Museo Interactivo de Economía: el caso del
Foro de Cambio Climático Bernd Wagner, Historical learning-processes in museums – Performative play stations for preschool
children in the permanent exhibit “German History in Images and Testimonies” at the German Historical Museum Development of
methods and instruments / Développement de methods et d’instruments / Desarrollo de métodos e instrumentos Colette DufresneTassé, Jouer dans la cour des grands! Optimiser les résultats d’un projet de type développement au cours d’une initiation à la
recherche appliquée Colette Dufresne-Tassé, Playing in the major league! Optimizing the results of a development-type project
during an initiation in applied research Colette Dufresne-Tassé, ¡Jugar en el patio de los grandes! Optimizar los resultados de un
proyecto de tipo desarrollo durante una introducción a la investigación aplicada Abstracts / Résumés / Resúmenes List of
contributors / Liste des auteurs / Lista de autores
Charting innovative directions in the environmental humanities, this book examines the cultural history of climate change under
three broad headings: history, writing and politics. Climate change compels us to rethink many of our traditional means of historical
understanding, and demands new ways of relating human knowledge, action and representations to the dimensions of geological
and evolutionary time. To address these challenges, this book positions our present moment of climatic knowledge within much
longer histories of climatic experience. Only in light of these histories, it argues, can we properly understand what climate means
today across an array of discursive domains, from politics, literature and law to neighbourly conversation. Its chapters identify
turning-points and experiments in the construction of climates and of atmospheres of sensation. They examine how contemporary
ecological thought has repoliticised the representation of nature and detail vital aspects of the history and prehistory of our climatic
modernity. This ground-breaking text will be of great interest to researchers and postgraduate students in environmental history,
environmental governance, history of ideas and science, literature and eco-criticism, political theory, cultural theory, as well as all
general readers interested in climate change.
An authoritative overview of the developing field of public history reflecting theory and practice around the globe This unique
reference guides readers through this relatively new field of historical inquiry, exploring the varieties and forms of public history, its
relationship with popular history, and the ways in which the field has evolved internationally over the past thirty years. Comprised
of thirty-four essays written by a group of leading international scholars and public history practitioners, the work not only
introduces readers to the latest scholarly academic research, but also to the practice and pedagogy of public history. It pays equal
attention to the emergence of public history as a distinct field of historical inquiry in North America, the importance of popular
history and ‘history from below’ in Europe and European colonial-settler states, and forms of historical consciousness in nonWestern countries and peoples. It also provides a timely guide to the state of the discipline, and offers an innovative and
unprecedented engagement with methodological and theoretical problems associated with public history. Generously illustrated
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throughout, The Companion to Public History’s chapters are written from a variety of perspectives by contributors from all
continents and from a wide variety of backgrounds, disciplines, and experiences. It is an excellent source for getting readers to
think about history in the public realm, and how present day concerns shape the ways in which we engage with and represent the
past. Cutting-edge companion volume for a developing area of study Comprises 36 essays by leading authorities on all aspects of
public history around the world Reflects different national/regional interpretations of public history Offers some essays in teachable
forms: an interview, a roundtable discussion, a document analysis, a photo essay. Covers a full range of public history practice,
including museums, archives, memorial sites as well as historical fiction, theatre, re-enactment societies and digital gaming
Discusses the continuing challenges presented by history within our broad, collective memory, including museum controversies,
repatriation issues, ‘textbook’ wars, and commissions for Truth and Reconciliation The Companion is intended for senior
undergraduate students and graduate students in the rapidly growing field of public history and will appeal to those teaching public
history or who wish to introduce a public history dimension to their courses.
MUSEUM MEDIA Edited by Michelle Henning Museum Media explores the contemporary uses of diverse media in museum
contexts and discusses how technology is reinventing the museum. It considers how technological changes—from photography and
television through to digital mobile media—have given rise to new habits, forms of attention and behaviors. It explores how research
methods can be used to understand people's relationships with media technologies and display techniques in museum contexts,
as well as the new opportunities media offer for museums to engage with their visitors. Entries written by leading experts examine
the transformation of history and memory by new media, the ways in which exhibitions mediate visitor experience, how designers
and curators can establish new kinds of relationships with visitors, the expansion of the museum beyond its walls and its insertion
into a wider commercial and corporate landscape. Focusing on formal, theoretical and technical aspects of exhibition practice, this
in-depth volume explores questions of temporality, attachment to objects, atmospheric and immersive exhibition design, the
reinvention of the exhibition medium, and much more.
The International Handbooks of Museum Studies address the social, cultural, political, and economic developments that are
shaping and re-shaping museums. They bring together original essays by a global team of experts to provide a state-of-the-art
survey of the field of museum studies. The handbooks create an authoritative, multi-volume reference, offering depth of coverage
and breadth of scholarship in this interdisciplinary field. The handbooks include a treasure-trove of examples and original case
studies to illuminate the various perspectives represented. They provide an indispensable resource for the study of the
development, roles, and significance of museums in contemporary society. Available online or as a four-volume print set.

Interrogating the multiple ways in which travel was narrated and mediated, by and in response to, nineteenth-century
British travelers, this interdisciplinary collection examines to what extent these accounts drew on and developed existing
tropes of travel. The three sections take up personal and intimate narratives that were not necessarily designed for public
consumption, tales intended for a popular audience, and accounts that were more clearly linked with discourses and
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institutions of power, such as imperial processes of conquest and governance. Some narratives focus on the things the
travelers carried, such as souvenirs from the battlefields of Britain’s imperial wars, while others show the complexity of
Victorian dreams of the exotic. Still others offer a disapproving glimpse of Victorian mores through the eyes of indigenous
peoples in contrast to the imperialist vision of British explorers. Swiss hotel registers, guest books, and guidebooks offer
insights into the history of tourism, while new photographic technologies, the development of the telegraph system, and
train travel transformed the visual, audial, and even the conjugal experience of travel. The contributors attend to issues of
gender and ethnicity in essays on women travelers, South African travel narratives, and accounts of China during the
Opium Wars, and analyze the influence of fictional travel narratives. Taken together, these essays show how these
multiple narratives circulated, cross-fertilised, and reacted to one another to produce new narratives, new objects, and
new modes of travel.
Refocusing Ethnographic Museums through Oceanic Lenses offers a collaborative ethnographic investigation of
Indigenous museum practices in three Pacific museums located at the corners of the so-called Polynesian triangle:
Bernice Pauahi Bishop Museum, Hawai‘i; Museum of New Zealand Te Papa Tongarewa; and Museo Antropológico
Padre Sebastián Englert, Rapa Nui. Since their inception, ethnographic museums have influenced academic and public
imaginations of other cultural-geographic regions, often resulting Euro-Americentric projection of anthropological
imaginations has come under intense pressure, as seen in recent debates and conflicts around the Humboldt Forum in
Berlin, Germany. At the same time, (post)colonial renegotiations in former European and American colonies, such as the
cases in this book, have initiated dramatic changes to anthropological approaches through Indigenous museum
practices. The book shapes a dialogue between both situations—Euro-Americentric myopia and Oceanic perspectives—by
offering historically informed, ethnographic insights into Indigenous museum practices grounded in Indigenous
epistemologies, ontologies, and cosmologies. In doing so, the book employs Oceanic lenses that help to reframe Pacific
collections in, and the production of public understandings through, ethnographic museums in Europe and the Americas.
Following this line of reasoning, Refocusing Ethnographic Museums sets out to offer insights into Indigenous
museologies across Oceania to recalibrate ethnographic museums, collections, and practices through Indigenous
Oceanic approaches and perspectives. This, in turn, should assist any museum scholar and professional in rethinking
and redoing their respective institutional settings, intellectual frameworks, and museum processes when dealing with
Oceanic affairs; and, more broadly, in doing the “epistemic work” needed to confront “coloniality,” not only as a political
problem or ethical obligation, but “as an epistemology, as a politics of knowledge.” A distinctive feature is the book’s
layered coauthorship and multi-vocality, drawing on a collaborative approach that has put the (widespread) philosophical
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commitment to dialogical inquiry into (seldom) practice by systematically co-constituting ethnographic knowledge. In
doing so, the book shapes an “ethnographic kaleidoscope,” proposing the metaphor of the kaleidoscope as a way of
encouraging fluid ethnographic engagements to avoid the impulse to solidify and enclose differences, and remain open to
changing ethnographic meanings, positions, performances, and relationships. The coauthors collaboratively mobilize
Oceanic eyes, bodies, and sovereignties, thus enacting an ethnographic kaleidoscopic process and effect aimed at
refocusing ethnographic museums through Oceanic lenses.
MUSEUM TRANSFORMATIONS DECOLONIZATION AND DEMOCRATIZATION Edited By ANNIE E. COOMBES AND
RUTH B. PHILLIPS Museum Transformations: Decolonization and Democratization addresses contemporary approaches
to decolonization, greater democratization, and revisionist narratives in museum exhibition and program development
around the world. The text explores how museums of art, history, and ethnography responded to deconstructive critiques
from activists and poststructuralist and postcolonial theorists, and provided models for change to other types of museums
and heritage sites. The volume's first set of essays discuss the role of the museum in the narration of difficult histories,
and how altering the social attitudes and political structures that enable oppression requires the recognition of past
histories of political and racial oppression and colonization in museums. Subsequent essays consider the museum's new
roles in social action and discuss experimental projects that work to change power dynamics within institutions and
leverage digital technology and new media.
Museums today find themselves within a mediatised society, where everyday life is conducted in a data-full and
technology-rich context. In fact, museums are themselves mediatised: they present a uniquely media-centred
environment, in which communicative media is a constitutive property of their organisation and of the visitor experience.
The Routledge Handbook of Museums, Media and Communication explores what it means to take mediated
communication as a key concept for museum studies and as a sensitising lens for media-related museum practice on the
ground. Including contributions from experts around the world, this original and innovative Handbook shares a nuanced
and precise understanding of media, media concepts and media terminology, rehearsing new locations for writing on
museum media and giving voice to new subject alignments. As a whole, the volume breaks new ground by reframing
mediated museum communication as a resource for an inclusive understanding of current museum developments. The
Routledge Handbook of Museums, Media and Communication will appeal to both students and scholars, as well as to
practitioners involved in the visioning, design and delivery of mediated communication in the museum. It teaches us not
just how to study museums, but how to go about being a museum in today’s world.
The International Handbooks of Museum Studies is a multi-volume reference work that represents a state-of-the-art
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survey of the burgeoning field of museum studies. Featuring original essays by leading international museum experts and
emerging scholars, readings cover all aspects of museum theory, practice, debates, and the impact of technologies. The
four volumes in the series, divided thematically, offer in-depth treatment of all major issues relating to museum theory;
historical and contemporary museum practice; mediations in art, design, and architecture; and the transformations and
challenges confronting the museum. In addition to invaluable surveys of current scholarship, the entries include a rich
and diverse panoply of examples and original case studies to illuminate the various perspectives. Unprecedented for its
in-depth topic coverage and breadth of scholarship, the multi-volume International Handbooks of Museum Studies is an
indispensable resource for the study of the development, roles, and significance of museums in contemporary society.
This book outlines a geographically-informed method of evaluating the emotional impact of museum exhibits. The
authors have personally developed the method they describe over several years of working with the Museo Laboratorio
della Mente in Rome and the Melbourne Museum in Australia. Informed by non-representational theories in cultural
geography, this book offers solutions to museum staff for how they might evaluate aspects of visitor experience, such as
emotions and embodied experience, which can be very difficult to assess using conventional approaches.
This volume is based on papers from the second in a series of three conferences that deal with the multi-scalar
processes of heritage-making, ranging from the local to the national and international levels, involving different players
with different degrees of agency and interests. These players include citizens and civil society, the state, and
international organizations and actors. The current volume focuses on the role of citizens and civil society in the politics
of heritage-making, looking at how these players at the grass-roots level make sense of the past in the present. Who are
these local players that seek to define the meaning of heritage in their everyday lives? How do they negotiate with the
state, or contest the influence of the state, in determining what their heritage is? These and other questions will be taken
up in various Asian contexts in this volume to foreground the local dynamics of heritage politics.
The International Handbooks of Museum StudiesMuseum transformations / vol. eds. Annie E. Coombes and Ruth B.
PhillipsThe International Handbooks of Museum Studies, 4 Volume SetJohn Wiley & Sons
Museum Object Lessons for the Digital Age explores the nature of digital objects in museums, asking us to question our
assumptions about the material, social and political foundations of digital practices. Through four wide-ranging chapters,
each focused on a single object – a box, pen, effigy and cloak – this short, accessible book explores the legacies of
earlier museum practices of collection, older forms of media (from dioramas to photography), and theories of how
knowledge is produced in museums on a wide range of digital projects. Swooping from Ethnographic to Decorative Arts
Collections, from the Google Art Project to bespoke digital experiments, Haidy Geismar explores the object lessons
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contained in digital form and asks what they can tell us about both the past and the future. Drawing on the author’s
extensive experience working with collections across the world, Geismar argues for an understanding of digital media as
material, rather than immaterial, and advocates for a more nuanced, ethnographic and historicised view of museum
digitisation projects than those usually adopted in the celebratory accounts of new media in museums. By locating the
digital as part of a longer history of material engagements, transformations and processes of translation, this book
broadens our understanding of the reality effects that digital technologies create, and of how digital media can be
mobilised in different parts of the world to very different effects.
This handbook explores a diverse range of artistic and cultural responses to modern conflict, from Mons in the First
World War to Kabul in the twenty-first century. With over thirty chapters from an international range of contributors,
ranging from the UK to the US and Australia, and working across history, art, literature, and media, it offers a significant
interdisciplinary contribution to the study of modern war, and our artistic and cultural responses to it. The handbook is
divided into three parts. The first part explores how communities and individuals responded to loss and grief by using art
and culture to assimilate the experience as an act of survival and resilience. The second part explores how conflict exerts
a powerful influence on the expression and formation of both individual, group, racial, cultural and national identities and
the role played by art, literature, and education in this process. The third part moves beyond the actual experience of
conflict and its connection with issues of identity to explore how individuals and society have made use of art and culture
to commemorate the war. In this way, it offers a unique breadth of vision and perspective, to explore how conflicts have
been both represented and remembered since the early twentieth century.
This volume presents seventeen essays critically reflecting on the collaborative work of the contemporary ethnographic
museum with diverse communities. It invites the reader to think about the roles and values of museums internationally,
particularly the wide range of creative approaches that can progress dialogue and intercultural understanding in an age of
migration that is marked by division and distrust. Against a troubling global background of prejudice and
misunderstanding, where elections are increasingly returning right-wing governments, this timely book considers the
power of an inclusive and transformative museum space, specifically the movements from static sites where knowledge
is transmitted to passive audiences towards potential contact zones where diverse community voices and visibilities are
raised and new knowledge(s) actively constructed.
Mobile Museums presents an argument for the importance of circulation in the study of museum collections, past and
present. It brings together an impressive array of international scholars and curators from a wide variety of disciplines –
including the history of science, museum anthropology and postcolonial history - to consider the mobility of collections.
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The book combines historical perspectives on the circulation of museum objects in the past with contemporary accounts
of their re-mobilisation, notably in the context of Indigenous community engagement. Contributors seek to explore
processes of circulation historically in order to re-examine, inform and unsettle common assumptions about the way
museum collections have evolved over time and through space. By foregrounding questions of circulation, the chapters in
Mobile Museums collectively represent a fundamental shift in the understanding of the history and future uses of museum
collections. The book addresses a variety of different types of collection, including the botanical, the ethnographic, the
economic and the archaeological. Its perspective is truly global, with case studies drawn from South America, West
Africa, Oceania, Australia, the United States, Europe and the UK. Mobile Museums helps us to understand why the
mobility of museum collections was a fundamental aspect of their history and why it continues to matter today. Praise for
Mobile Museums 'This book advances a paradigm shift in studies of museums and collections. A distinguished group of
contributors reveal that collections are not dead assemblages. The nineteenth and twentieth centuries were marked by
vigorous international traffic in ethnography and natural history specimens that tell us much about colonialism, travel and
the history of knowledge – and have implications for the remobilisation of museums in the future.’ – Nicholas Thomas,
University of Cambridge 'The first major work to examine the implications and consequences of the migration of materials
from one scientific or cultural milieu to another, it highlights the need for a more nuanced understanding of collections
and offers insights into their potential for future re-mobilisation.' – Arthur MacGregor
The Routledge International Handbook of New Digital Practices in Galleries, Libraries, Archives, Museums and Heritage
Sites presents a fascinating picture of the ways in which today's cultural institutions are undergoing a transformation
through innovative applications of digital technology. With a strong focus on digital design practice, the volume captures
the vital discourse between curators, exhibition designers, historians, heritage practitioners, technologists and interaction
designers from around the world. Contributors interrogate how their projects are extending the traditional reach and
engagement of institutions through digital designs that reconfigure the interplay between collections, public knowledge
and civic society. Bringing together the experiences of some of today’s most innovative cultural institutions and thinkers,
the Handbook provides refreshingly new ideas and directions for the exciting digital challenges and opportunities that lie
ahead. As such, it should be essential reading for academics, students, designers and professionals interested in the
production of culture in the post-digital age.
This open access book provides in-depth insights into participatory research and planning by presenting practical
examples of its use. In particular, it describes theoretical and methodological aspects of participatory research and
planning, as well as the implementation of participatory processes in fields such as transport planning, cultural heritage
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management, environmental planning and post-earthquake recovery. Further, it compares participatory planning
experiences from different territorial levels – from the macro-regional, e.g. Southeastern Europe, Mediterranean or
European metropolitan regions, to national, regional and local levels. The book will help researchers, planners, public
administration officials, decision-makers and the general public to understand the advantages, disadvantages and
constraints of participatory planning and research. Using various examples, it will guide readers through the theory of
participatory planning and research, its methods, and different perspectives on how to use it in practice.
Providing a distillation of knowledge in the various disciplines of arts education (dance, drama, music, literature and poetry and visual arts),
this essential handbook synthesizes existing research literature, reflects on the past, and contributes to shaping the future of the respective
and integrated disciplines of arts education. While research can at times seem distant from practice, the Handbook aims to maintain
connection with the live practice of art and of education, capturing the vibrancy and best thinking in the field of theory and practice. The
Handbook is organized into 13 sections, each focusing on a major area or issue in arts education research.
¿Cómo trabajan los museos internacionalmente a través de las exposiciones? ¿Qué motiva este trabajo? ¿Cuáles son los beneficios y retos?
¿Qué factores contribuyen al éxito? ¿Qué impacto tiene este trabajo en los públicos y otros agentes interesados? ¿Qué aportaciones están
haciendo a la diplomacia cultural, al entendimiento y al diálogo intercultural? El libro Embajadoras cosmopolitas considera el estado del
conocimiento actual sobre las exposiciones internacionales y propone un marco analítico interdisciplinario que incluye a los estudios de
museos, de públicos, la diplomacia cultural, así como los estudios interculturales y sobre cosmopolitismo. A partir de este marco analítico,
presenta un estudio empírico a detalle acerca de un intercambio expositivo con duración de casi una década, desde su concepción inicial
hasta su término, el cual incluyó la presentación de dos exposiciones en cinco países y tres continentes, conectando a seis instituciones
culturales de alto perfil. La detallada comparación, tanto de la producción cultural de las exposiciones internacionales (a través de las
colaboraciones) como de los actos interpretativos de creación de significados de los visitantes, revela las complejidades, retos, tensiones y
recompensas de las exposiciones internacionales y su intersección con la diplomacia cultural. Los temas clave incluyen: la situación real de
las colaboraciones internacionales, sus propósitos, procesos y retos; las políticas de la representación (y auto representación) cultural y de la
museología indígena, las implicaciones para el diseño de las exposiciones, la interpretación y su mercadotecnia; las competencias
interculturales y las prácticas en los museos, la recepción en los públicos y la creación de sentidos, la diplomacia cultural en la práctica y las
percepciones sobre su valor. Este análisis teórico con base empírica, el primero en su tipo, provee las bases para un nuevo modelo de
museos policéntricos: espacios con potencial para producir una visión caleidoscópica de centros múltiples y para ayudar a disolver los
límites culturales, promoviendo el diálogo, la negociación y la búsqueda de la comprensión entre culturas. Embajadoras cosmopolitas
también ofrece orientación para las tareas cotidianas en los museos, incluyendo recomendaciones para colaboraciones exitosas a nivel
internacional, el desarrollo de exposiciones y la maximización del potencial de la diplomacia cultural.
This book constitutes the post-conference proceedings of the First International Conference on Emerging Technologies and the Digital
Transformation of Museums and Heritage Sites, RISE IMET 2020, held in Nicosia, Cyprus, in June 2021*. The 23 revised full papers were
carefully reviewed and selected from 38 submissions. The papers are organized in the following topical sections: digital curation and visitor
engagement in museums and heritage sites; VR, AR, MR, mobile applications and gamification in museums and heritage sites; digital
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storytelling and embodied characters for the interpretation of cultural heritage; emerging technologies, difficult heritage and affective
practices; participatory approaches, crowdsourcing and new technologies; digitization, documentation and digital representation of cultural
heritage. * The conference was held virtually due to the COVID-19 pandemic.
In 1970 a concrete replica of the St John’s Cross arrived in Iona sitting incongruously on the deck of a puffer delivering the island’s annual
supply of coal. What is the story behind this intriguing replica? How does it relate to the world’s first ringed ‘Celtic cross’, an artistic and
technical masterpiece, which has been at the heart of the Iona experience since the eighth century? What does it tell us about the authenticity
and value of replicas? In this fascinating book, Foster and Jones draw on extensive interdisciplinary research to reveal the composite
biography of the St John’s Cross, its concrete replica, and its many other scale copies. They show that replicas can acquire rich forms of
authenticity and value, informed by social relations, craft practices, creativity, place and materiality. Thus, the book challenges traditional
precepts that seek authenticity in qualities intrinsic to original historic objects. Replicas are shown to be important objects in their own right,
with their own creative, human histories — biographies that people can connect with. The story of the St John’s Cross celebrates how replicas
can ‘work’ for us if we let them, particularly if clues are available about their makers’ passion, creativity and craft.
A Companion to Modern Art presents a series of original essays by international and interdisciplinary authors who offer a comprehensive
overview of the origins and evolution of artistic works, movements, approaches, influences, and legacies of Modern Art. Presents a
contemporary debate and dialogue rather than a seamless consensus on Modern Art Aims for reader accessibility by highlighting a plurality
of approaches and voices in the field Presents Modern Art’s foundational philosophic ideas and practices, as well as the complexities of key
artists such as Cezanne and Picasso, and those who straddled the modern and contemporary Looks at the historical reception of Modern Art,
in addition to the latest insights of art historians, curators, and critics to artists, educators, and more
For artists, scholars, researchers, educators and students of arts theory interested in culture and the arts, a proper understanding of the
questions surrounding ‘interculturality’ and the arts requires a full understanding of the creative, methodological and interconnected
possibilities of theory, practice and research. The International Handbook of Intercultural Arts Research provides concise and comprehensive
reviews and overviews of the convergences and divergences of intercultural arts practice and theory, offering a consolidation of the breadth
of scholarship, practices and the contemporary research methodologies, methods and multi-disciplinary analyses that are emerging within
this new field.
The International Handbooks of Museum Studies is a multi-volume reference work that represents a state-of-the-art survey of the burgeoning
field of museum studies. Featuring original essays by leading international museum experts and emerging scholars, readings cover all
aspects of museum theory, practice, debates, and the impact of technologies. The four volumes in the series, divided thematically, offer indepth treatment of all major issues relating to museum theory; historical and contemporary museum practice; mediations in art, design, and
architecture; and the transformations and challenges confronting the.-museum. In addition to surveys of current scholarship, the entries
includes a rich and diverse panoply of examples and original case studies to illuminate the various perspectives. Unprecedented for its indepth topic coverage and breadth of scholarship, the multi-volume International Handbooks of Museum Studies is an indispensable resource
for the study of the development, roles, and significance of museums in contemporary society.
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